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Abstract: Sjögren’s syndrome (SJS) is a systemic disease in which the accumulated skin can include xeroderma, eyelid dermatitis, and annular erythema (AE). To the best of our knowledge, there are few reports on cases of SJS with concomitant lichen sclerosus (LS). Herein, we report the case of a 69-year-old woman with these two diseases. The patient’s skin showed atrophic leukoplakia and AE. Based on the comprehensive evaluation of general condition, the patient was diagnosed and actively received treatment. After systematic treatment, her symptoms were controlled. However, the patient’s condition requires long-term management.
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Introduction

Sjögren’s syndrome (SJS) is a chronic autoimmune disorder of the exocrine glands associated with lymphocytic infiltration. Dry mouth and eyes result from the involvement of the salivary and lacrimal glands. SJS can also affect the joints, lungs, liver, nervous system, and blood system. In addition, skin involvement is common in SJS, and various manifestations may occur such as xeroderma, eyelid dermatitis, annular erythema (AE), and cutaneous vasculitis. Xeroderma, or dry skin, is the most common skin symptom of SJS and occurs in 67% of patients. AEs are rare cutaneous manifestations of SJS and occur in 9% of patients. The clinical presentation of AEs is an erythematous, photosensitized rash characterized by wide margins and central pallor (annular multicycle lesions), such as subacute cutaneous lupus erythematosus. Skin manifestations may appear earlier than the appearance of dry mouth and dry eyes, and their occurrence is related to positive Sjogren’s syndrome-related antigen A (SSA) and Sjogren’s syndrome-related antigen B (SSB) antibodies.

Lichen sclerosus (LS) is a rare autoimmune disease that is characterized by skin atrophy and hypopigmentation. Women are more affected than men. More than 80% of the patients present with atrophic leukoplakia in the anogenital region, and those appearing in the extragenital region are rare. The typical extragenital sites include the upper torso, armpits, buttocks, and outer thighs, which are most common in adult women. The less common sites include the mouth, face, scalp, hands, feet, and nails. If not treated, LS can lead to scarring and an increased risk of squamous cell carcinoma. Herein, we report the first case of a patient with SJS and LS.

Case Report

A 69-year-old woman was simultaneously presented with two completely different types of rashes. The patient reported dry mouth for six years and dry eyes for more than three years. More than 20 months ago, the patient developed erythema of approximately 1 cm in size with a small scale on the inner surface of the right thigh without obvious incentives. The patient did not experience any itching. Subsequently, the rash developed darkened annular enlargement that subsided spontaneously within a week. However, similar skin lesions reappeared rapidly around the original rash. More than four months ago, the patient experienced hardening of the back skin that shrunk to touch, and the scope of the posterior rash moved upward, involving the back neck. More than three months ago, the patient found scattered dot-like white rashes on both upper arms, and the area gradually increased and blended into flakes. She received daily topical sodium hyaluronate eye drops.
On physical examination, the patient had depigmentation spots with mild skin atrophy around the hairline, both forearms, and on the face. Parchment-like patches, mild redness, atrophy, and some desquamations were observed on the back of the occiput and upper back. On the front neck, chest, and back, there were multiple white plaques of different sizes, with an atrophied surface, and a slight feeling of infiltration. On the right posterior scapula, inner right thigh, and right buttock, there were several circular red annular patches with diameters ranging from 2–10 cm, with a few white scales on the surface, and a depressed center. Distal separation of the two finger decks was noted. Pale red plaques were visible around the labia majora and clitoris, the surface was keratinized and desquamated, and local erosion and flaky depigmented plaques with atrophy were visible (Figure 1).

Histopathological examination of the patient’s back revealed hyperkeratosis of the epidermis, presence of epidermal processes, basal edema, lymphocyte-predominant infiltration in the superficial dermis, and perivascular infiltration and thickening of the collagen fibers. Leg tissue biopsy revealed epidermal hyperkeratosis, focal parakeratosis, and lymphocyte-predominant infiltration around the superficial and middle dermis (Figure 2).

Fungal microscopic examination of the patient’s skin lesions was negative. The anti-SSA antibody was positive, and the anti-nuclear antibody titer was 1:100. The Schirmer I test was positive and the salivary flow rate was positive. The white blood cell and platelet counts dropped to 2.87*10^9/L and 101*10^9/L, respectively. Albumin, aspartate aminotransferase, alanine aminotransferase, bilirubin, and coagulation levels were mildly abnormal. High-resolution computed tomography showed mild interstitial lung disease and cirrhosis.

According to the American College of Rheumatology (ACR)/European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR) recommendation (2016), the patient was diagnosed with LS combined with Sjögren’s syndrome.

She was treated with compound glycyrrhizin 40 mL/day intravenously, Compound Danshen Tablet (three tablets thrice daily) and glucosidorum tripterygll totorum (two tablets daily) orally. As the leukocyte count decreased, we stopped glucosidorum tripterygll totorum one day later. Tacrolimus ointment and mometasone furoate cream were alternately used on the face and vulva each day. Halometasone cream was used on the trunk and limbs; mucopolysaccharide polysulfate cream was used on the rashes of the whole body every day. One month after the patient was discharged from the hospital, AE of the whole body had completely subsided, and the area of atrophic leukoplakia was smaller than before. However, new skin lesions appeared. Three months later, hydroxychloroquine (100 mg BID) was administered to the patient. One month later, the skin lesions decreased in size (please see Figure 3: Timeline).
Here, we report the case of a patient with SJS and LS. Patients with SJS exhibit obvious systemic symptoms. Our patient had liver and blood abnormalities such as liver cirrhosis, leukopenia, and thrombocytopenia. SJS lesions can also occur on the skin. In this patient, AE on the right scapula, hip, and thigh was considered the skin manifestation of Sjogren’s syndrome. In addition, the patient also had LS, which has not been previously reported. It has been reported that a variety of immune system diseases often coexist, which may be related to the patient’s systemic immune disorder. \(^7\)\(^8\)

The patient’s EULAR Sjogren’s syndrome disease activity index (ESSDAI) score was 10, indicating moderate systemic active disease. The recommended dose of methylprednisolone is \(<\ 0.5\ \text{mg/kg/d}\). When the patient is in the inactive period and the ESSDAI score is less than 1, glucocorticoids should be stopped. With the help of immunosuppressants, methylprednisolone should be reduced to \(\leq\ 5\ \text{mg/d}\). There is little data to support the selection of immuno-suppressants, whose main purpose is to reduce the side effects of hormones. As the patient refused to use glucocorticoids, immunosuppressive agents, and biologics, traditional Chinese medicine was prescribed. Volume replacement and lubrication using artificial tears and ocular gels are the first choice for the treatment of ocular dryness. Immunosuppressive-containing drops, serum eye drops, topical ocular non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, or
corticosteroids can be used under the evaluation of an experienced ophthalmologist. When the patient has severe glands dysfunction, saliva substitution is recommended. Topical corticosteroids (TCS) can be used in the treatment of AE. Tumor necrosis factor, interleukin-1, and B-cell inhibitors can be used in some patients whose traditional treatment is ineffective. SJS is a chronic disease requiring long-term management. Doctors need to assess the patients’ ESSDAI scores to adjust the treatment plan.

All national guidelines believe that potent TCS is the first choice for the treatment of vulvar LS; once daily for 12 weeks is recommended. Topical tacrolimus is considered a second-line treatment. For our patients, we alternately used TCS and tacrolimus to reduce adverse reactions. For skin lesions other than those in the vulva, UVA1 phototherapy is recommended for 10 weeks (evidence level 1 + / recommendation level B). Potent to ultrapotent topical steroids (evidence level 3 / recommendation level D), tacrolimus ointment 0.1% (evidence level 3 / recommendation level D), and systemic steroids / methotrexate (evidence level 3 / recommendation level D) can also be used. Due to the inconvenience of phototherapy, we chose TCS and tacrolimus for treatment. Systemic diseases often begin with the development of skin lesions. Dermatologists should carefully ask about their medical history to avoid misdiagnosis.

Conclusion
The cases of SJS with LS are rarely reported. Potent TCS is the first choice for the treatment of vulvar LS. SJS is a systemic disease that may present as accumulated skin. Once suspected, a detailed patient medical history, systematic examinations are necessary. ESSDAI scores need to be evaluated to formulate specific treatment plans. As Sjogren’s syndrome is a chronic disease, patients need long-term follow-up to control the disease. Given the rarity of such cases, we report this case to provide a reference for dermatologists.
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